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Superintendent evaluative instruments used by Iowa's largest school districts
have common methods and criteria which do not reflect the unique circumstances and
needs of each district. A data analysis of the criteria and methods to evaluate the
superintendents was conducted. The findings show the superintendent evaluative
instruments have less of a variety of methods than on types of methods used
nationally.. Iowa school districts use similar criteria to evaluate superintendents, and
similar methods for this evaluative procedure. However, this study shows a strong
similarity between the criteria and methods used in Iowa Association of School
Boards' sample form and the criteria and methods used in Iowa school districts'
instruments to evaluate the superintendents. Further study needs to be done,
including all of Iowa's school districts to bring more validity to this study.
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Chapter 1
The superintendency, the highest ranking protessionar position in school
districts, I~ critical to mgrr'lct;onal programs. Superintendents are the chief
executive officers of school boards and their evaluation should be a high priority
because so much is dependent on the effectiveness ot their office. The basic
purpose of any school board is to help insure that students are educanonanv
prepared. The nation's success and youth's success depends on tho
9ffectiVfmess of school systems today. Superintendents are at the helm and the
public has a right and responsibility to evaluate the office of the
superintendency for its effectiveness
81. John (1991) argues that administration evaluation is as valid as
tear-her evaluation: "If systematic and comprehensive performance evaluation
makes sense for teachers, it makes double sense for administrators. since no
school can be any better than the quality of its leadership" (p. 88)
. Schooi boards, being directly responsible to their publics, must have an
eltect.ve way of evaluating the superintendent. An effective evaluation will help
ensure the superintendent's involvement in the effective rnanaqemer-t of the
education in school districts.
First (1990) contends the superintendent evaluation is the responsibility of
the board: 'The selection of a superintendent of schools is the onrnary
responsibility of a board of education. in law, tradition, and practicality, it IS the
board's priority job. The equally important corollary to this awesome
responsibility is;:he effective svatuation of the chosen superintendent" (p 40).
3Redfern (1980) summarizes the board's responsibility:
Though individual school board members have many opportunities to
observe and evaluate a superintendent's performance, it is clear that such
informal evaluations cannot provide the board with a complete picture of the
superintendent's effectiveness in carrying out her (his) complex job. Regular,
formal evaluations offer boards the best means of assessing their chief
administrator's total performance (p. 4).
Superintendents must be assured they are performing to the expectations
of their school boards and communities. School boards must provide a process
and instrument that describes these expectations and evaluates individuals
accordingly.
The State of Iowa addresses assessment of superintendents by a law
requiring regular, formal evaluation. Iowa Code 279.23A (1987) stiputate: "The
board shall establish written evaluation criteria and shall establish and annually
implement evaluation procedures. The board shall also establish written job
descriptions for all supervisory positions."
Iowa is one of many states with provisions for superintendency
evaluations in their law. For example, New Jersey provides more specificity
than Iowa law in its Administrative Code (N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.22) stating that the
purposes of the evaluation are to:
(1) promote professional excellence and improve the skills of the chief
school administrator;
(2) improve the quality of the education received by the pupils served by
4the public schools;
(3) provide a basis for the review of the performance of the tenured chief
school administrator.
The state of Ohio also mandates superintendent evaluation. Braddom (1986)
reveals the reasoning behind the law, "Regular, detailed evaluation (and the
feedback it entails) is crucial if a superintendent is to continue functioning well
in the job. In fact, thatts why a number of states, including Ohio, mandate
regular evaluations for top school administrators II (p. 28).
Legal requirements in Ohio (House Bill 769) specify:
Each board of education shall adopt procedures for the evaluation of its
superintendent and shall evaluate its superintendent in accordance with those
procedures. An evaluation based upon such procedures shall be considered
by the board in deciding whether to renew the superintendent's contract.
These procedures may include individual board members evaluating the
superintendent using a standard form, each board member writing evaluative
paragraphs, and a formal meeting with the superintendent to explain the results.
Board members may review the superintendent's strengths and weaknesses,
and goals and objectives. The final written evaluation should list the set of
goals for the coming year.
Rationale for the Study
National research studies have gathered data on the various processes
which school boards have developed to evaluate superintendents, and
superintendents' reactions to those processes. Research on the evaluation of
5the superintendency is limited as is research on the instrument used for
evaluation. Robinson and Bickers (1990) state:
Much attention has been given to the development of effective procedures
for assessing student performance, teacher performance, and administrative
performance. Comparatively little effort, however, has been given to the
development of effective procedures for evaluating objectively the performance
of the school superintendent. Even less attention has been given to the
development of effective procedures for evaluating the performance of the
school board (p. iv).
This study reviews superintendency evaluation. In it, I compare various
evaluative instruments in Iowa, not including the evaluative process itself. This
study will add to the data currently available by comparing the types of
evaluative instruments used in Iowa.
Review of Literature
I reviewed the literature related to the evaluative process and instruments
school districts use for the chief executive officer. The review revealed that the
evaluation of the superintendent is a common occurrence. Robinson and
Bickers (1990) report in the Educational Research Service Report: Evaluation of
Superintendents and School Boards that almost 90% of superintendents
responding to the survey were evaluated at least once a year (p. 1). The
literature reveals that communities have a need for assessment.
Redfern (1980) approaches this topic with these reasons: "Evaluation
plays many roles. It is motivational. It is an aid in planning. It is developmental.
-----~--
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It aids in communication. And ultimately, effective evaluation helps to assure a
good education for students in our nation's schoois" (p. 71).
Since the 1980'5 , there have been numerous books, articles, and
conference papers on the chief executive's evaluation (Redfern, 1980;
Robinson &. Bickers, 1990; Murphy & Hallinger, 1986; Chand, 1984; New Jersey
School Boards Association, 1987; Thomas & Vomberg, 1991; Dickinson, 1980;
Calzi & Heller, 1989; Braddom, 1986; Lindgren, 1985; Jones, 1981; Appel,
1980; Kalkhoven, 1981). This literature provides many insights into the
superintendent's evaluative process including districts' struggles with the
sensitivity of evaluating superintendents when the school board members are
lay people often not knowinq what is expected for the superintendency position.
All too often the evaluation of a superintendent is overlooked until there arises a
need for evaluation such as providing a legal basis for firing the superintendent
for lack of appropriate performance.
Most of the literature indicates a reliance on practical experience rather
than statistical studies. However, this literature is helpful in deciding the
components used in comparing the instruments in this study.
I compared the instruments using two subtopics: the methods or
techniques used for the evaluative instrument, and the criteria in each
instrument used for evaluating the performance of the superintendent.
The literature addressing methods or techniques for evaluative
instruments agrees that the most common have been various forms of the
checklist/rating scale. This observation is verified by the results of the 1989
7Educational Research Service's nationwide survey which states " ...nearly 80
percent of responding superintendents noted the checklist or rating SCale were
used in their evaluations" (Robinson and Bickers, 1990, p. 6).
The New Jersey School Board Association (1987) uses the word
"tradrtionar' to describe the checklist form. Jones (1981) indicates, "checklists
and rating scales are popular because they are fast and often give the
appearance of exactness" (p, 11). Kalkhoven (1981) describes this model as
"beinq most popular" (p. 9). Jones (1981), however, comments on the
weaknesses of the checklist form and rating scale:
There are several weaknesses in the evaluation and rating of
characteristics. These weaknesses are..
1) These ratings are a cottection of personal jUdgments.
2) The meaning of excellent, average, etc., differs from person to person.
3) There is a difference between possessing a skill, etc., and exercising it
(p.11).
The Evaluation of Superintendents and School Boards (Robinson &
Bickers, 1990) provides information about the current status of superintendent
and school board assessment practices. The report describes the results of a
nationwide Educational Research Service survey of superintendents which
queried them on current evaluation practices and produced a table which
categorized the responding superintendent's evaluative instrument into six
techniques: performance checklists/rating scale; written comments (essays);
interviews of students, etc.: discussion among board members; observation by
8an outside party; and other (see Table 1).
Table 1
Techniques lisedjn_£\laluating~uperintendents
Techniques
Pertormance checklists/ratinq scales
Written comments (essays)
Interviews of students, etc.
Discussions among board members
Observation by an outside party
Other
No response
N -645
Percentage
79.7
60.8
1.1
70.5
0.9
2.5
1.1
Note: Answered only by those who indicated they were formally evaluated at
least once a year.
Source: Robinson and Bickers (1990), Evaluation of Superintendents and
School Boards, p. 37.
Chand (1984) comments on the essay type, graph type, and compulsory
choice type. Kalkhoven (1981) includes in her writing the performance
appraisal method. Redfern (1980), in Evaluating the Superintendent, cites the
essay evaluation, graphic rating scale, forced choice rating, work standards
model, performance standards, evaluation by objectives, and management by
9objectives.
More literature on the criteria in which superintendents are evaluated
exists than literature on the methods. However, most of the literature is not
empirical in nature. Authors speak about including curriculum, educational
management, school and community relations, fiscal responsibility, and such in
the evaluative criteria (Appel, 1980; Braddom, 1986; Thomas, 1991) Without
reference to statistical bases for including these criteria.
81. John (1991) uses eight major categories: professionalism,
planning/decision making, organizing and coordinating, communicating,
motivating, performance monitoring and evaluating, professional development,
and human and public relations (92-94).
Redfern (1980) lists the major areas of responsibility as: (1) board
relations, (2) community/public relations, (3) staff personnel management, (4)
business and fiscal management, (5) facilities management, (6) curriculum and
instructional management, (7) management of student services, (8)
comprehensive planning, and (9) professional and personal development (p.
4).
Braddom (1986) emphasizes the three areas needed on the evaluative
form as people management, goal achievement, and personal qualities (p. 29).
Blair (1990) refers to a study conducted by Maurice Haugland:
A study by Maurice Haugland (1987) pinpointed expected competencies
of the superintendent as perceived by school boards and by superintendents.
The three most important competencies designated by superintendents were: 1)
10
superintendentlboard relations, 2) personnel management, and 3) public
relations. Those expected by school boards were: 1) personnel management,
2) school finance, and 3) curriculum development (p. 141).
Herman (1991) details five major performance areas to be evaluated:
management, professionalism, leadership, communications, and job specifics
(p. 83).
Robinson and Bickers (1990, pp. 32-35) include 13 factors and
superintendents' opinions of which criteria were highly important factors in their
most recent evaluations, (see Table 2).
Table 2
SuRerintendents' Opinions of Which-Criteria Wer.eJ::Ughly ImpQrtanLEac:tQ[~tln
Their.Most.HecentEvaluanons
Criteria
General effectiveness of performance
Degree to which performance objectives
achieved
Leadership of the instructional program
Knowledge of trends in the field of education
Student achievement outcomes
Levels of agreement between board/
superintendent priorities
Board/superintendent relationships
Staff/superintendent relationships
Student/superintendent relationships
Parent and community/superintendent
relationships
Personal characteristics
Percentage
72.9
31.8
48.1
28.8
18.6
50.5
75.1
50.2
19.8
49.3
49.2
"
Recruitment, employment and
supervision of personnel
Budget development and implementation
36.1
56.6
1 1
Note: Answered only by those who indicated they were formally evaluated at
least once a year and who provided an opinion on individual items.
Source: Robinson and Bickers (1990), Evaluation of Superintendents and
School Boards, pp. 32-35.
Robinson and Bickers (1990) summarize:
The literature suggests numerous criteria for evaluating superintendent
performance. Although the particular criteria vary from source to source, those
suggested are similar enough to permit reasonable generalizations. The
following list of criteria for evaluating the performance of the superintendent of
schools appears to constitute a consensus based on recommendations from
various authors and agencies contributing to the literature. Listed are: relations
with school board, relations with professional staff, public and community
relations, student management and relations, businesslfiscal management,
professional and personal characteristics, achievement of district goals,
curriculum and instructional management, and policy versus administration (pp.
9-10).
I chose the above list for this study as the basis for comparing criteria used
1 2
by Iowa school districts for the evaluation of the chief executive officer because
most Iowa instruments include the same criteria listed by Robinson and Bickers.
The literature has adequate continuity to support the choices made for
comparing the type of methods being used and the criteria being used to
evaluate the superintendents in the state of Iowa. However, the criterion,
general effectiveness of performance, reoccurs numerous times in the Iowa
instruments. Therefore, I added this criterion to Robinson and Bickers's criteria
categories for this study.
Statement of the Problem
Superintendent evaluative instruments used by Iowa's largest school
districts have common methods and criteria which do not reflect the unique
circumstances and needs of each district.
Previous research findings demonstrate that most school districts have a
superintendency evaluation which uses the traditional checklist/rating scale.
Previous research by Redfern (1980), S1. John (1991), Braddom (1986), Blair
(1990), and Herman (1991) suggest numerous criteria for evaluating the chief
executive officer's performance. The criteria vary from source to source, but
many of these criteria constitute a consensus from various authors.
The Iowa Association of School Boards published a sample evaluative
instrument (1988) to help school districts comply with evaluation procedures
mandated by the State of Iowa (Chapter 279.23A, lawa.£orle) (see Appendix
A). This sample instrument evolved from a doctoral dissertation (Lueders,
1987) The introduction specifically states this form "should not be adopted as
--
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written but rather that each district should develop a procedure which fits the
needs and circumstances of that individual district," (p. 1).
My analysis of the superintendent evaluation instruments being used by
Iowa's 30 largest school districts reveals that the majority of these instruments
contain the same generalized criteria and methods as in the Iowa Association of
School Boards' sample form. The Iowa Association of School Boards' comment
about the need for an instrument to be unique to each district is not evident
when these instruments are examined and compared.
In this study I examine two aspects of these 30 instruments: the methods
used for the evaluation instruments and the criteria within these instruments.
First, the criteria are categorized on a matrix using the thirty Iowa
instruments. The categories are relations with the school board, relations with
the professional staff, public/community relations, student management
relations, businesslfiscal management, professional and personal
characteristics, achievement of district goals, curriculum and instructional
management, policy vs. administration, and general effectiveness of
performance.
Second, the methods being used by each district are charted using these
categories: checklist/rating scale, essay, evaluation by objective, and traits and
skills The categories of forced choice, graphic profile, and performance work
standards are not included because none of the 30 instruments used these
methods.
In this study I included only Iowa's public schools which rank from first to
-~--------.._..
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thirtieth in pupil enrollment. The size of sampling is manageable, yet
representative of the significant population of Iowa. The rank in size and
evaluation instruments are all from the 1991-1992 school year. This sample
size compares Iowa's superintendent evaluations to national research, and, in
particular, the methods used and the criteria contained within the instrument.
It is my purpose to determine the extent of differences and similarities in
criteria, and the methods used by Iowa school districts to evaluate
superintendents based on the desirability that districts develop instruments
which fit needs and circumstances of each district.
1 5
Chapter 2
Results and Findings
Introduction
In this study I examine the differences among school superintendent
evaluative instruments in the State of Iowa. I specifically examine differences in
the criteria used to identify effective superintendent characteristics and the
methods of evaluations to determine if the criteria are met. The purpose of this
study is to determine what differences exist in district processes and criteria to
evaluate superintendents.
Research Questions
The following research questions guide this study:
1. Do large Iowa school districts differ from one another
in the use of criteria to evaluate superintendents?
2. Do large Iowa school districts differ from one another in the use of
methods to evaluate superintendents?
Methodology
In addressing research question one, I conducted a content analysis of the
criteria to evaluate superintendents. I developed a matrix to include criteria
categories along the side and the 30 largest enrollment Iowa school districts
across the top (see AppendiX B, Table 5).
Three experts independently looked at each instrument, checking which
criteria were included in the instrument. I then reviewed each matrix completed
by the experts for consistency and labeling, and made a frequency count of the
1 6
items. I then identified and recorded outliers or ones that did not fit into
common categories.
Definition of Terms
Instrument refers to the written form of the evaluation used by school
districts to appraise the performance of their chief executive officer, the
superintendent. The instruments in this study were utilized by school districts
for the 1991-1992 school year.
Methods refers to the techniques or means of evaluating the
superintendent's performance.
Criteria refers to the actual components found within the instrument, the
categories from which the superintendent is evaluated. Criteria will indicate the
contents and standards by which school districts assess the performance of
their chief executive officer.
Size refers to the pupil population of Iowa's school districts in this study,
the thirty largest school districts from the 1991-1992 listing of districts by pupil
size published by the Iowa Department of Education which uses the term rank
to designate relative position among the districts.
Sample
In this study I analyze data drawn from the most recent superintendent
performance evaluation instruments available, the 1991-1992 school year. I
obtained copies of the superintendent performance evaluation instruments from
the largest 30 school districts in Iowa. The 30 school districts in this study
comprise only 7.1 % of Iowa's districts but contain 43.8% of Iowa's total student
1 ..,
enrollment (see Appendix 8, Table 6).
First Question
00 large Iowa school districts differ from one another in the Use of criteria
to evaluate superintendents?
Data Analysis
Data from the 30 instruments are on a matrix categorizing the most
common types of criteria used as found in the review of literature: relations with
the school board, relations with professional staff, pUblic and community
relations, student management and relations, businesslfiscal management,
professional and personal characteristics, achievement of district goats, policy
versus administration, and general effectiveness of performance.
Three experts, former Iowa superintendents and presently regional
consultants with the Iowa Department of Education, independently analyzed the
30 instruments checking each criterion found within the document (see
Appendix 8, Table 5). A frequency count was done for the frequency of each
criterion. Since three independent experts analyzed the instruments, each
criterion category had a possible count three times the count of the instruments
(see Table 3).
Four of the instruments use the method of traits and skills which is not
conducive to evaluating the criteria chosen for this study. I eliminated another
instrument because it does not reflect the basic foundation that the school board
is using the instrument to evaluate the superintendent, but used by the staff for
superintendent evaluation. A percentage was calculated from the frequency,
number being 75.
Table 3
Criteria~sed By Iowa School Districts To Evaluate Superintendents
Criteria Frequency Percentage
Relations with school board
Relations with professional staff
Public and community relations
Student management and relations
Businesslfiscal management
Professional and personal characteristics
Achievement of district goals
Curriculum and instructional management
Policy versus administration
General effectiveness of performance
75
73
71
18
63
74
55
54
52
65
100
97.3
94.7
24.0
84.0
98.7
73.3
72.0
69.3
86.7
N = 25 x 3 = 75 Each instrument was analyzed by three experts.
r..lote: Frequency totals more than 75 and percentage totals more than 100
because instruments used several criteria within one evaluative form.
The most commonly used criterion is the relations with school board.
Each instrument contains this category. Three other criteria overwhelmingly
being used by school boards are: professional and personal characteristics,
98.7%; relations with professional staff, 97.3%; and public and community
relations, 94.7%. According to the above data, superintendent relations with the
board, professional staff, and the publlc are consistently important to the school
1 9
boards of Iowa.
Second Question
Do large Iowa school districts differ from one another in the use of
methods to evaluate superintendents?
Data Analysis
Data from the 30 instruments are on a matrix categorizing the most
common types of methods being used as found in the review of literature: the
checklists/rating scale, evaluating by objective, and traits and skills (see
Appendix B, Table 7). A frequency count was made for the frequency of each
method used by school districts to evaluate the superintendent A percentage
was calculated from the frequency, sample number totaling 30 (see Table 4).
Table 4
M.e1bods Used By Iowa School Districts To Evaluate Superintendents
a
Method
Checklists/rating scale
Evaluation by objective
Traits and skills
N = 30
Frequency
26
8
4
Percentage
86.7
26.7
13.3
Note: Frequency totals more than 30 and percentage totals more than 100
because some instruments used two different methods within the same
20
document.
Data, using a frequency count, for Iowa's school district superintendent
evaluative instruments reveal 86.7% employ the checklistslrating scale method
•
26.7% employ the evaluation by objective method, and 13.3% employ the traits
and skills method.
Limitations
The internal validity of selection was lessened when five of the
instruments could not be included in the criteria sample. Four of the instruments
use a form not conducive to the criteria chosen for this study, A "Traits and
Skills" approach is being used, not a listing of criteria. The fifth instrument is not
valid for the study because staff rather than the school board use this instrument
to evaluate the superintendent of the district. This lowers the sample number
from 30 to 25 for the analysis of criteria to evaluate superintendents in Iowa.
Also. the external validity is weakened by the nonrandom sample selected
for analysis. This study can only be generalized to the larger school districts in
Iowa since only instruments from the 30 largest districts are evaluated in this
study, Therefore. this study is not representative of the total population which
might interest other researchers.
Summary
The Iowa sample does not exhibit a variety of criteria and methods in
superintendent evaluations. While the instruments themselves may appear
unique. the methods and criteria are similar throughout most of the Iowa
instruments.
...
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This study incorporates a content analysis design approach to analyze the
criteria used to evaluate superintendents and the methods of evaluations that
are utilized in determining if the criteria are met.
In this study I was interested in the sample representing districts which
have used evaluation instruments before the state of Iowa mandated the
practice in 1987. These districts would have had the time to revise and refine
the instrument for more effectiveness. The validity of the instrument used will be
increased by using the largest school districts as the sample. It is my contention
that larger school districts are more likely to have trained board members who
are oriented and are demanding to current practices such as having formal
evaluations of the superintendent even before Iowa made it a law.
Schmuck and Schmuck (1989) found a growing estrangement between
school board members and the educational professionals of many of the small
towns they visited.
The few professionals who have stuck it out in economically depressed
towns typically refused to run for the board. Small business owners, too, with
their profits diminishing, considered it too risky to make controversial decisions
in the community and, therefore, refused to run for the school board (p. 9).
More board members who are professionally trained reside in larger
communities than in rural areas. These professionals are likely to be employed
by businesses which formally evaluate employees. Therefore, board members
who are accustomed to evaluations will more likely demand the same for the
school superintendent. Those school districts with professionals as school
22
board members will also demand review and revision of instruments making the
instruments more comprehensive in evaluating the districts' superintendents.
I presuppose the instruments being used by the largest 30 districts are
descriptive in terms of what Iowa's school districts are practicing in evaluating
the superintendents.
The categories of criteria contained within the instruments are highly
generalized in this study justified by the lack of precision describing similar
concepts and inexact language. The study is strengthened by using three
independent experts to analyze each instrument and using a frequency count
which employed the averaging of these three experts scores.
t used the categories for methods and criteria to study the frequencies
among these thirty districts despite these limitations. Several factors led to this
decision. First, this study is a preliminary study for further intensive study
including all Iowa school districts. Second, other methods of sampling have
their own limitations. The random sampling will produce instruments which are
still more likely to be tentative and in a draft stage.
Future efforts may be geared toward a more inclusive sample from Iowa
for researchers wishing to do so.
Findings
The Iowa sample proves to have less of a variety of methods than review
of literature on types of methods used nationally. Of the 30, 26 use the
checklist/rating scale with some variations. Four use the traits and skills
method.
au
m
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The review of literature indicates the most common methods are
checklistslrating scale (79.7%) and the written comments or essays (60.8%).
This is compared to the large districts in Iowa's use of the checklist/ratingscale
method at 87.7%; evaluation by oblecnvs method at 26.7%; and traits and skills
method at 13.3%.
The criteria in Iowa's instruments are very similar to those stated in the
review of literature and the Iowa Association of School Boards' sample form.
Discussion
The sample form created by the Iowa Association of School Boards uses
the checklist/rating scale method. The criteria indicated within the sample form
consist of four parts: general performance traits and characteristics,
performance factors, performance toward district goals and objectives, and
performance on improvement targets.
The performance factors are SUbcategories as follows: improving the
educational process, working with the board, developing staff, managing
operations, working with the community, and the professional and personal
development. This listing is consistent with the criteria found in the Iowa
sample. The Introduction to the Iowa Association of School Boards sample form
(1988) states:
This material is a suggested sample or guide and should be treated as
such. It is not intended that this sample procedure should be adopted as written
but rather that each district should develop a procedure which fits the needs
and circumstances of that individual district.
..
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However, many instruments resemble the Iowa Association of School
Boards sample form, including three instruments which are identical in all
aspects, and two instruments having few changes with IASB's sample form.
Two different sets of instruments are exactly like each other. (Form X is
identical with form Y, and form A is identical with form B. These four instruments
are not similar to IASB's form.)
The Iowa Department of Education published a suggested administrative
evaluation form in 1974. The sample is an older one and not as consistent in
the categories of criteria as the sample from the Iowa Association of School
Boards.
This form is a checklist/rating scale method. The criteria include:
administrative functions such as goals and objectives, organization, operational
practices, discipline, innovative practices, evaluative abilities, in-service
programs, public relations; professional characteristics such as; professional
preparation and growth, recognition and acceptance of responsibilities,
professional ethics; and personal characteristics such as; personality, personal
ethics, and communication skills.
Recommendations
Further study needs to be done to bring more validity to this narrow study.
First, all Iowa school district superintendent performance instruments should be
evaluated. These findings will dispute or confirm the findings using only the
largest school districts in Iowa.
Another recommendation is to conduct a study using a questionnaire to
--
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obtain data about how Iowa school boards develop the evaluative instrument
The questionnaire should be developed so as to provide information about the
use of samples and guidelines which might influence the board during the
process of developing the evaluative instrument
Summary
The Iowa districts are using instruments to evaluate the performance of
superintendents consistent with the instruments being used throughout the
United States in methods and criteria. However, the sample created by the
Iowa Association of School Boards seemingly has a strong bearing on the type
and content of the district instruments found in this study. As stated previously,
many of the instruments resemble the Iowa Association of School Boards
sample form, both in method and criteria. These instruments lack the
uniqueness of the districts' needs and circumstances, therefore, making them
inappropriate for the school districts to use to evaluate the superintendents.
Code of Iowa 279.23A became law in 1987. Many school districts were
already practicing formal evaluative processes for the superintendent Some
districts started the formal evaluation after Iowa Code 279.23A became law. I
conclude school districts needing to start a formal evaluation after 279.23A
became law would inquire about the proper structure of such an instrument from
the state school board association, the Iowa Association of School Boards.
This study indicates the Iowa Association of School Boards serves as a
catalyst for the implementation of instruments which employ the same methods
and criteria as this association's sample evaluative form. These instruments, as
me
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a whole, do not exhibit a variety of criteria and methods in superintendent
evaluation as the review of literature indicates for school districts across the
United States. However, the Iowa instruments do resemble the criteria and
methods used in Iowa Association of Boards' sample form.
Conclusion
Iowa school districts use similar instruments to evaluate the
superintendent. The most common method in use is the checklistlrating scale
with 87.7% of the instruments analyzed. The criteria within the instruments are
similar across Iowa's school districts.
In my study I contend that Iowa school districts do use similar criteria to
evaluate superintendents, and similar methods for this evaluative procedure.
However, this study shows a strong similarity between the criteria and methods
used in Iowa Association of School Boards' sample form and the criteria and
methods used in Iowa school districts' instruments to evaluate the
superintendents.
The similarity of instruments compared to the Iowa Association of School
Boards' sample form may be explained by a variety of reasons: lack of time,
creativity, and money. Further, the sample form meets the guidelines for
evaluating the superintendent as recommended by the school board, and
districts may have succumbed to conveniently adopting the Iowa Association of
School Boards' sample form.
Different communities across Iowa are all unique in needs and
circumstances. If school boards use a wider range of evaluative instruments
•
--
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renecting the uniqueness of the communities, po$Sibty school boards cculd get
a better, more complete summation of the performance of superintendents,
aiding in higher quality of actions such as hiring, firing, accomplishment of
school district goals, and ultimately more effective school systems offering a
higher standard of education for students.
2ZQ
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The primary purpose of the sup e r Ln t endent ' s evaluation is the b\pl'Ovement of
perfor-mance. The essence of p erf c rmance evaluation 'Cequtce~ the Dc.arll and
sup8rin('pndent, to addcess what the superintendent is attempting to accoltrpHsh,
to assess ho~ well the superintendent is doing and to define the areas and
p r i o r-Lt i e s for: Lmpr-ovemen t . Performance evaIuat.ior, should b& f(\cmativ,,' in
that 1 t Pi'(;V llies 8 basis, for growth. It may noweiler he used in a sU'M\atll.'t:'
manner' to cons i der-. contrac tual issues. An effective evaluation pl:ocef:s sho"uld
provi0e the towndation for a good superintendent-Loal:d working relAtionshIp,
The pur-pose o f thief! pub l i c at.Ion is to assist boards of IHreet:ocs in c.evele:-p i ns
a procedure and an instrument-for the evaluaHon of their supedntendent.
Boards ere required by law to 'establish wd tten evaluation criteria and
annually implement evaruati on procedures (Chapter 279. 23A, Iowa COde}.
School boards should carefully study this material, and adopt a superintendent
evaluation policy that meets the needs of their district. This material is a
suggested sample or guide and should be treated as such. It is not intendt1d
t;l:at ~td" s amp Le procedure should be' adopted as wriLl:p.n 1:I'..ll: rather that ~;8ch
district should develop a procedure which fits the needs and c i rcumsbances ot
that individual district. To be effective, both the board and the
Buperintendent should agree on the evaluation pcoc edur-es to be followec\ and
the i tE'ITlS to be included in the evaluation m s t.rumenc . We believe it is most
impo.tant that the school boar-a ana the superintendent work togethe. to
develop the factors involved in the evaluation of the superLnbendenb
c
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The: board shou.Ld establish :'l wcitteJ"l policy vnsuperint,eo6er:!: f;)1/al'l!:!':lr'fl which
wcu i d include a statement of purpose and procedures to be followed. The
pr oc e duz-e.s cshou l d include an annual written evaluation c.ondu(';t~d by." minirch.iITi
o f all board rr"?n.lh(~rs. with a copy of the eva Lua ci.on prcst;:>nt'::<1 1;.::- :,lTl-:l d1-!:CllS:::f',j
wi tr- the supC!rlfd:endent. The: written procedur-es slloJ!d.i.{)c:lJde an ;-.nnua::'
schedule of activities to assure integration of the superintendent's
performance eva.Lua t i on with I:he overall management system of the dist r i c t .
!'hc arinua I cva Lca t i on cvc Le of the sup er i.n t endenb sho'Jld ('oin,.lde ~]j~h ~hf'
SCh061 d i s t r-Lc t t s fiscal year'. BaSEd on a July 1 to JU.1t': 30 fLedi )'BeH, li...:'
f o Ll owing activity schedule is recommended:
au
i1ay
,,;a:J,u<;t'y
June
BoaC0 app coves o.i s t r i c t goals for fiscal year'.
Superintendent's appraisal form including key district ~oals
developC!d and mutually approved.
Pr.ogress cepad or. dist d.ct goals.
Mid-year- Leview o f- superintendent· s pe r-f ormance ,
Review dist::-ict goals of previous year.
Board app coves district goals and budget for fiscal Y€fiC.
Pc~ appraisal meeting l::eld.
Board members complete evaluation of superlntendent,
~oa;:-d p rc.s i.den t c.ompi Les eva Iuac i on results.
Hvaluation meeting held,
Supprinlendent·s Perfon'lance Imp,:ovement Tar-gels <!~velop"d,
Ju;.y-I'tug Ac t i cn p Lar.s and budget set for "operinter.oen!: '!> F",rf"'!.1NJl1·~E'
Tmpr ov emen t Tal-gets.
Applicable s t a t.e le\o;s, pecsonnel practices and customs ;hOI,h; aLso be
cons i de r-ed ...lith the cycle ?t:"imary emphasis should be placed on the JU;,2
ye:::u'''-znd eva.l ua t Lon , Accomplishments and weaknesses in pe;;-f ;jrmdn.~f,bas"'·:\ {)o1
t.he evaluation c r i t.er-i a of thE pnw:lotl$ year should be ic1.eHtific·d
Perfotl!\llnce Imvn.vemE:ot T;,l.q;~ts should be mu t.ua Ll y develo';Jeri to strengthen and
i mp r-ov e p a r r o rms-nc e . !'ic·n<!!·.<lry and i.nc ent i ve compensation could also be linKed
to the June year. end ~valuatian in additIon to any mid-year statutory
~ont~&ctual mcd~£jc&tion3.
A. The b oar d and superintendent. meet in a pre-evalu"tion cOf,f(>['ence to r-evi",w
the appeal sall-ns trumen t and procedures, The super-In t enden t may report to
the board on the current status ot each goal statement.
B. Each board member completes an sppraisal form. In this phase of the
evaLua t i.o.i I>[·OCCSS. €;:H h be·a,...;j lToe;;,bcr- ·",c.cks ir;dep8ndE.nt~y wi t hour,
consul t i ng any o t he r board member to rat.e the p er-f ormanc e of the
superintendent. Wri tten COI11It1ents relating t.o any item are encoucagad ,
Comments with specific reference to docuraen ts or evenrs an particularly
valuabL€ [or any unusual ratinfs.
C. The superintendent completes a self-assessment using the appraisal form.
D. Completed forms from individual boar-d members are returned to the boar-d
president.
E. The board president comp i l.e s dat ... for each item into a f cequsncy
distribytiorr and an average rating. The average ratings foi each item a~e
used to calculate an average sc o r e of each sec t i on . The l:h,ee sec cIon
scores are used to calculate a weighted final rating. I~d~v\du~l boatd
members' response~ a~e not identified by name
F. A copy of the composite evaIua t Lon is given t.J each boar-d member T1\.1.$ is
a confidential documenc and should not be shared with people other than
the beard members.
G, The board meets and reviews the composite ratings. Each board me~ber s
c omp Le t cd appraisal form iz r e t ur-ned based en the ID numcer . 'rhe
composite score for' each i.tem •. section, and final ratLng rcpce!>ents the
assessment of the entire board and is given primary impor'tance over
individual board member's ratings, The board may wish to eeview the
c.ompo s i t e rat i.ngs wi thout the superil'1tendent present to clarify and
fJrther define its ap~~aisal.
H. The superintende.1!: is provided a copy of the boar-d ' s ccmpcs i t.e rating
form. The superintendent's self-assessment may be pres~nted t.u thA board
or used as a point r;f reference by the superintendent during the
e vaLua t i c n meeting. The board members and the superintendent have the
opp o.r t.un Lt y to fully discuss all aspects of r.ne appraisal P.()'?cd l1lem.btHS
may ~hange their ratin~s based on the r~view discussion.
I. The meetin:€, to ceview t.he evaluation may be held in an open or closed
session of the board based on the provision of the open meetings law.
J. The superintendent is giv(>'1 the opportunity t.o submit wt'itten comments to
the various sections of the appraisal form. The super i ntendentt s written
comments are attached to. or transferred to, the final written cvmposite
evaluation and placed in the superintendent's personnel file.
K. Performance goals rnut ua Ll y approved are incorporated inte the: next year's
appraisal form in Section III.
L. Performance Improvement Targets are identified, with appropriate action
plans. appraisal methods and timelines developed, and placed in Section IV
of next year's evaluation tOLm.
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SAMPLE SJU1PLE
SUPERINTENDENT'S APPRAISAL FORM
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19_ 19 School Yt"Rl"
I_i Board Member Form; Date completed In Nt:rr.ber:
---- ---- -~. - -- -_.
PROCESS
'~"._.~--_.-
This f o rm is t c 00. .ccli.ple-ted oy each member of the Board 'jf i:\irector:> _ Pleal'il;
reSpO(IO to the s t a t emcu t.s honeslly and frankly in n,ferertcE: ::0 tn" pe:rcnndnce
of . the supe r i.n t.endenf during the past year, Wt"Hten comraent.s <are encourag ed
pC1r:ti'-::u;l:Hiy for uro rsua I ratings.
Do 110t :;15n you r name ; all responses will remain anonymous , 111e ID nIJmhet"
wi 11 assi s t cyou to t"€-'cr-ieve youl"'form at the time the composite eval uat Lcn is
l~e;;ie'>Jl'ld.
FORMAT
,,---._._~.
The ~uper':~ntendent's evaluation document c ons i s ts of four '~4) (.~~,··i0n$ as
fUllows:
Section r Comprises general p er-f ormanc e traits and characteristics, ",hie."
Bee important, hut may not have a critical impact on performan~~.
S·"ct10[1 II Consists o r selected perfocmance factors compi It'd t rom the
position description, critical woek activities, and the
district's administrative philosophy. Since these pe r'Eo rraanc e
factot"9 are the p~imary areas of responsibility. they are more
important than perfornance traits.
Secl:.i<J!l'III r-ontair.,:; t.he specific district goal s and obj ec t i.vus ay,r'eea to by
the toat"a and the superintende~t as requiring s?ecial emphasis
during the evaluation perlod. Insofar as possill~, thesp shoul~
be numerically m8asHrable. These are the most importB.nt
performance areas.
Section IV Cont&lns specific Performance Improvement Targets to be used to
improve peeformance for the next evaluation cycle. The
performance profile from Section I and II shou i d be us€'d ~o
suggest the factors and ct"iteria for each target. Data froffi
Section III will also be integrated, when appropriate, in
e s t ab Li s h i ng performance of imp rOVeri1e rl'; targets.
INSTRUCTIONS
Use the f oLkow i.ng numerical scale to indicate your- appraisal in Section I, II
and III of the superintendent' s perFormence dur i ng the preceding scheol year:
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MARGINAL
1
FAIR
2
COMPETENT
3
COMMENDABLE [l!STINGUISHED
1.. Marginal: Performance is .cl.ear-Ly below acceptable. level. (Does not m·eet.
district standards)
2. Fair: Performance comes close to being acceptable but needs further
development. (Needs improvement)
3. Competent: Performance is acceptable, satisfactory, sufficient. (118ets
district standard~)
4. Commendable: Performance is noticeably better than "acceptabie."
(Exceeds distC'ict standards)
5. Distinguished: Outstanding performance is clea'rly cbv i ous (A special
category to recognize exemp~ary district performance)
SECTION I. GENERAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
1. MARGINAL (Does Not Meet)
2. FAIR (Needs Improvement)
3. COMPETENT (Meets)
4. COMMENDABLE (Exceedsj
5. DISTINGUISHED (Exemplary)
1. Maintains poise in stressful situations
while continuing to function in a pro-
fessional manner.
(circle your rating)
SUPERINTENDENT:
---------
1 2 3
2. Demonstrates patience, understanding,
consideration, and courtesy.
3. Demonstrates the initiative and per-·
slstenc£ needed to accomplish goals and
objectives.
4. Creates a feeling of unity and
enthusiasm among those in contact with
the superintendent.
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
5
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-,-,-".~~._.-'-'_.~'~~-
~gpOl(-.I; __.g.~~E:~ PE~X9RH.ANC.§ cHARAcTERls-:ncs (~,;~t-~~-;;~~h-=~~--- - ._~ .. '.---
1. 11ARGINAL {DoE:s~h.·t MHeL)
2. FAIR (Need!: Imr:ru'lcment)
3. CuMPETEN"T Wee ts)
4. COMMEN"DABLE (E:¥CH!d5)
•__• -~._--~ ' ._w __.__ -_.. _._.__ • .~_._~DI~~.'E,IN9UI~~!tF:4?_ t~x~mPo.~~_~_Yi.__ ... _....
SUPERHnENOENT :5.-- 'l;~rn~;~s trat;~-!l.b i1; ti~';;--';~;-~-'wilh 1'a;:t~-;:;'-" '-'" _.. - _ ,.- -,.- .c.::
of the Board of Directors. administratJve
team. teachers students. and parent s . 2 3 .~ 5
6. Earns l'espect o f p r o f es s i oria I s r a f f
members, students, community, and others
with whom the superintendent works
g.
')
Sh,)ws i n t.er-e s t and enthusiasm tON2.t"d ,,"ork.
Fun c c i oris t'ffecti.vely unn?! press11ce(*).
Effectively 1~votes time Bfid energy to
th;2; joh(*';.
1
1
... 3 1\«.
2 ~ I>c
2 4
2
')
5
10. Demonstl:'ates cou r ag e in ,m:sli-ing recommenda-
t Lcns and providing fdendly c.ons t ruc tIve
cril-.icism(*) .
11. Shows a ",illir,gnes'; t o try new approaches
or rr.eth')cts(**~.
1"). Pl~')\/) rl.~s vr-r-ba L ccnemm Lca t r cn which is
clear, concise, and posilive(**).
13. ~eno··'strat",.; ability Lo write in a clear',
a~curate, logic~l manner(*~).
l % 3
1 3
2 :I
"
'} 3
"
s
5
SECTION I. AVERAGE SCORE:
q40
1. MARGINAL (Does No!: Meet)
2. FAIR (Needs Improvement.)
3. COMPETENT (Meet.s)
4. COMMENDABLE (Exceeds)
5. DISTINGUISHED (Exemplary)
SECTloM .J...l.:.-..]ERFORMANCEJ ACT....:O'-"R;:.::S'-- ~,
IMPROVING THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS
1. Participates with staff, board and
c ornrnun i t y in studying and deve Lop i.ng
curriculum improvements. 1 2 3 <\ 5
2. Monitors and makes recommendations for
courses of study and graduation require-
ments in the district. 1 2 ,)
3. Demonstrates ability to organize staff
[or smooth and efficient operations while
attaining district goals. 1 2 3 4 5
4. OrgfLnizes a planned program.of curriculum
evaluation and assessment. 1 2 4 5
') Provides positive, responsible leadership
for coordination, development, and support
of the educational program(*) 1 2 3 <\ 5
6 Serves as an effective le:;.der for the
administrative team(*) 1 2 J 5
7 Demonstrates the ability to implement
e du c a t i orva I innovati.ons and successful
curric.ulum changes which improve the
educational pC'ogram(**) 1 2 J 5
8. Promotes staff development activities
appropriate to meet the goals of the
district and staff(**) 1 2 3 " 5
"
9. Encourages high personal expectations
in the performance of all personnel and
st-udents(**} , 1 '. .3 .::c:
WORKING WITH THE BOARD
10. Promotes a feeling of teamwork between
the board and administrative team(*). 1 2 3 " 5
11. strives to create and maintain a harmonious
and trustworthy working relationship
between and among board members and
superintendent(*). 1 2 3 4 5
12. Keeps the board informed on problems,
solutions, and general operations of the
school system(*). 1 2 3 "
5
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SJtC:TION II.. .P.EBFORMANCEFACTORS (~;~ti~-;;;;d)----"-'------- -----...----.----
'-'-- --,_._.... ,._ .... ,._-,'"_.~.- -~ .__._~~._ .._...~_.._---~.
1. ~1ARGINAL (D08s ~ot Mbet)
2. FAIR (~e~ds Impr(;vc'1onl:)
3 Cot~W!';-rr:N'I (Meets)
4. C(,)MM~:l<mtl.l:'[.E (b:XCPHjS)
___.__ . . . L DI.~TING~'-l§1igD _CF;Xf.'I"~L;:.n_L~. _
SV?~Rllf!E~DEN1. .~~,.__. ._.r ' .• _· _'__"'----_~__"_....... _ ••~,_·. ~__,_._· .~ ~.~ _ _ T._·...............·~._~. _'_. _••' W_."'__"~_ "" ••• ,..... _ ... ,c.,......
13. Offers professional advice to th~ board
on all matters requiring board action,
placing beforp thp board 5u~h f~cts and
quality Lnf orma.t Lon ,::; needed to rtiRk",
infonrred decisions(**). 1 2 3 5
J:;EVELOFIi-lC STAFf
14 Danlcos t r a t a S' po s i ti.ve profes~ic.nal rela-
tionship with district parsonne L, 1 2 3 1\ 5
}5 ~ Seeks to fostei:' high morale and
cohesiveness among all employees. 1 2 j 5
16 Encourages p a r t Lc i pa t Lon of a:ppropriat-t;'!
s t af f members ar:d groups in planning
proce:dures and pOlicy interpretation(* ) 1 2 .3 J
17 Effectively implements and monitors the
per-tcLmgnce evaluation systE'ms for all
district jJersonr.e!("'*) 1 4 :;
18 Ma.kes dl";c i.3ions with counsel and advice
of app r cp r Late staff (**) 1 2 .3 ::.
1<; Encourages research and C r-eab i vity among
employees(**) 1 2. :1 ::;
H.I\..NAGDlG OPERATIONS
20. Dec is .LJO~ are- well-rlefin",d, objective.
timely, and lead to successful and
practical r e su l t.s . 1 2 :) 5
·n Gains respect and support of theL".
community on the conduct of the school
operal::ions(*) 1 2 3 4 5
22 Objectively evaluates programs, practices,
and pelsonnel(*) 1 :2
'j
23 Provides leader':;hif skills to assist the
baaed in the process of planning long-
and short-r'ange goals(**) 1 2 . --'
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SECTION II. PERFORMANCE FACTORS (Conti.nued)
SUPERINTENDENT:
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
--------
MARGINAL (Does Not Meet)
FAIR (Needs Improvement)
CQMPETENT (Meets)
COMMENDABLE (Exceeds)
DISTINGUISl!ED (Ex!?l!l.E.!.?llL ~.
WORKING WITH THE COMMUNITY
24 Solicits and gives attention to problems
and opinions of all groups and individuals. 1
25. Establishes and maintains a program of
public relations to keep the public in-
foemed about policies, practices, goals,
problems, and accomplishments of the
district's schools. 1
2
2
3
3 5
26 Presents a positive image of the school
by participation in community life and
ac t i.v i.t.Les C") . 1 2 3 5
27. Establishes open communication with
students, staff, and patents(*) . 1 2 3 4 5
28. Striv<!s to build effective relationships
between business, industry, and the
school district(**) . 1 2 3 4. 5
29. Maintains communications with city
officials and developers to maximize
long-range planning(**) 1 2 3 4 5
30. Solicits parent and community input and
commitment to district goals, policies,
and prograrns(**) . 1 2 3 5
:31. Exercises leadership in the development
dnd execution of positive school-community
relations prograrn(**) . 1 2 '3
"
S
32. Strives to develop cooperative and
effective relationships with news media(**) , 1 2 3 <\ 5
33. Maintains liaison with state and federal
legislators in an effort to accomplish
legislation for school improvement<**) 1 2 3 5
PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOPI1EWT
34, Earns respect and standing among pr-o--
fessional colleagues.
35. Possesses and maintains the health and
energy necessary to meet the responsi-
bility of the position.
1
1
2
2
3
3
4 5
5
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--'----~~---_._-'------ ~ -'--~-'-~.----------~!:;.~----_.-.-----
_.
P ERFORM.AN9E FACTORS (Conti nue=-d=..t....) _
1. MARGINAL (Does Not Meet)
2. FAIl< (NE;eds Improvement)
3, COMPETENT. Weers)
4, COMMENDABLE (li:xceeds)
~ISTINGUISHED (Exempl,,!!,YL__..~_
36, Maintdi~s high standards of ethics,
honesty, and integrity in all personal
ar.d p ro f e s s i o.ra I matters. 1 2 3
37. strives to keep current on educational
trends(!<) , 1 2 5
32. Ae t r ve l y p ar-t Lc i.p a t e s in p r-of es s Lona l
organizations wi th t:he expl-ess purpose
of better serving the district and
public educ~tion(**l 1 2 3 r..
SECTION II, AVEF.AGE SCORE: . ".
SUPERINTENDENT' S CO~mEN1'S ~
__________._-__0_---------
(*). (**) for an explanation of the asterisks see page 13
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------SECTION III. SUPERINTENDENT PERFORMANCE ON DISTRICT GOALS FOR 19_-19 .~-
A
-.' ,-_._---_._,.-._-.-----
SUPERINTEUDENT:
--- ----------_._--
1. I1ARGINAL{Do;;-N;;-t~' Meet )------
2. FAIR OJeeds rmpeovempnl:.)
3. COMPETENT (Meets)
4. COMMENDABLE (Exceeds)
5. DI~TINGUISIi~Q--i~~J!mEl:u::r.t.....
1.
2.
3.
5.
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
...
3
4
4 5
s
SECTION III.
EVALUATOR'S COM.MENTS:
AVERAGE SCORE~ _
SUPERINTENDENT'S COt1MENTS:
r
---
u
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OVERALL RATING
Average
S';Gr~_ ._.Total
Section I. GeneLal Performance
Chara::terisl:ics x
2.0x_--=:..:..:::..-_PerfoLmance FactorsSection II
Section III. rerfoLmance on
District CoalE'
Grand Total
FINAL RATING (Grand Total/€.)
SUPERINTENDENT'S COMMENTS:EVA~YATOR~S CQ..r:gj.~NT~. __~--=.-_.-~.=I,------------_ .._._._---_...__._..
I
I
I
I
I
I
I,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(Final composite form only)
signatuL-es: _._._. ---------
Board President
SECTION" IV> PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT TARGET{S) FOR 19
- 19__
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A Pe cf ormarice Improvement 1'at"get should be identified for each critedon in
Section II and possibly Section I on 'iJhich perfcrmance was rated as
unsatisfactory (1) ot" fair (2) or other areas as desired, A separate target
should be wt"itten Fo r each low ranking c.r i t er-i.on The number of targets
s hou Ldt be limited to no more than five (5), The evaluator and superintendent
should mut.ually agree on the procedure or action plan, app r-aasa.I method
time lines . All timelines should coordinate with next 'yeal:" 5 evaluation ·cyde.
Perfornance Improvement TARGET number'
A. PERFOR.'1ANCE FACrOR OR CHAR./tGTERISTIC·
B. CRITERION:
--_.__..._--------_ .._-_._---_ .._---_._--- _.----..
--_._.- - -----,,_._--_. -------- ----- ._--------- -~"---- ~-------'--
(;. IMPROVEMENT TARCET TO BE ACHIEVED (WHAT DO i.JE WA..lIlT TO ACCOMPLISH?):
-~----~-------~-~-_.---_._---<--------------------_.-
D. PROCEDURES FOR ACHIEVING TARGET (PLAN OF ACTION): -----_._-~---
~----------._--~_._---
--_._---------
E. APP RAISAL METHOD AND TIMELIN'ES:
_._-------._----
EVALUATOR' S COMME~ • ISUPERHITENDEHT' S COMMENTS:
I
I
I
I
1
I
Date Pecfo~ance Improvement Target developed:
Date Perfo~ance Improvement Target achievedJapprsised: .
Board President
SELECTING SuPERINTENDENT PERFORMANCE C~JTERIA
A recent research study (1) was conducted to identify supe r incendenr
e val.uat i on items which have the power to discriminate 0[" meaSUG(~
d i.f f er'enc es among superintendents performances. Based on a review ot
literature. superintendent evaluation instruments, job descriptions, and
critical work analyses, a questionnairs containing 87 criteria was
developed and tested in the sp c i ng of 1987. Completed questionnaires ver s
received fLom 451 participants consisting of boar-d members.
superintendents, administrators, and other-s in 30 school districts located
in Iowa, Wyoming. Missouri, and Michigan. A minimum of 15 r-ater.s from each
school district used a five-point Likert-type scaie to rate pe r f ormar-ce of
the superintendent in o r-de r to test the d i sc r Imi na t Lon power ot each item
on th~ questionnaire.
A discriminating item, according to the statistical method used in the
research s t udy , is defined as one which has a minimum variance or
disagreement among raters in a gt'OUP anti maximum variance between the
superintendents being rated.
Two pools of discr-iminating items were ider,tlfied. The first pco l of 71
items was based on the findings of 15 raters per group, each from ('ne of 30
school districts. The second pool of 51 items was based on find~ngs of
seven raters, all who were board members, from the 23 school districts in
which all s-ev en board members rated the superintendent's pe r f ormanc e The
5) discriminating items from the second pool (board members only) were used
to create the sample Supe r i n t end enl; Appraisal Form (see -page 3).
All 51 items in the sample Appraisal Forrn (p. 3) have the power to
discriminate. Items followed by a single or double asterisk ("') reported a
significant difference between the mean values of three groups of board
member ["aters based cn district enrollment size (~999, 1000 to 2999, and
>3000 students). The mean values were significantly higher for one or bo t.h
;;f the larger enrollment groups than for the smaller enr-c l lrnen t group of
boards in all asterisked (*) items. The single aster-1sk (~) identifies
items with mean values whi~h were significantly different at the .05 level
of confidence; the double asterisk (*~) identifies items with a significant
mean value difference at the .01 level of confidence. Beforp the form can
be used, the board and superintendent should carefully review and determine
whi~h of the items, including all asterisked items, will be included on the
fi~al instrument,
1 "Selecting Performance Criteria for the Evaluation of Pub l i c
School Superintendents Based on Item Discrimination PO"ieL."
Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Iowa State University. 1987, by
Wayne J. Lueders
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Based on the responses ot: the 23 groups of school board members, 36 of the
original 87 items we["e r e j e c t ed as having the power to d i sc.r'imi.nabe . The 36
items all failed to meet the minimum criteria used in the study to se.iect
items 'which discriminate between the performances of superintendents. Based
on further: cev i ew , the non-discriminating items were classified into one of
three categories: A.) items which had too small a variance or difference
betw8en superintendents' ratings, B. ) items which had too large a var:i<.<oce
wi thin each group' (board), and, C.) all 'other norv-d i sc r i.rruna t Lng items. The 36
non-discriminating items ace p cesented in a table titled, "Non-Di<;cd.minahng
Items Based on Rating of Seven Member Boards" found on the following pages.
Each i tern has a letter- designating the appr-opriate category (A, B, 01' r.) in
pa~enthesis following the item.
An example of a category "A" item which had too small a variance between
superintendents to be discriminating, is item In I Part I, "Demonstrates
a'pp r-op r i a t.e grooming and attire." All groups of board member-s r-ated their
superintendent ver:y highly and statistically equal on his or ber- grooming and
attire. The item will produce a high rating in all noemal settings. Category
"B" represents i terns which had too large a variance wi thin the groups roc the
items to be discriminating. Only one item was identified in this group.
Board members within each of the boards could not agree on the
s upe r-i n t.enden t ' s rating on item if7, Par t II. "Treats board member'S in an
unbiased and impartial manner." . Memb~rs of the individual board repor:t:ed a
wide range of r e sponses as to ho~ the superintendent treats Lndiv Ldua I board
members. Category "C" contains all the ot.he r non-discriminating items. There
appears to 'be no obvious conclusion for the exclusion of these items
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¥Olli,-DISCRIMINATING ITEMS BASED ON. RATING .OF'SE~MBER BOA~P1i
------_._---_ .._-----_._--_.
~ECTI9N I. GElifERAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERI~:l'ICS.~__
--..._-~--~~. ~- '"~---<-- ..........
1. Distinguishes between prime problems and trivialities. (C)
2. Demunstrates effective listening skills.
3. Supports people who are r-esponsible to the super Intendent . (A)
l\ Demonst rates f a i cness and impact ia1i I:y in 3.l1 pee;,of'l'iel mat t.ecs. (A)
5. Demonst.rates a sense of humor at appropriate times .. (C)
;). Adjusts rapidly to change in plans and procedures. tC)
7. Demonstrates appropriate grooming and attire. 'A)
8. Deli1cl1strates thorough knowledge and understanding of the role of
superintendent. (C)
9. Demonstrates an understanding of the problems that exist at l:h", schoo,]
board level. (A)
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SECTION II. PERFORMANCE FACTORS
IMPROVING THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS
1 P~ovides B ~eaningful o('ganization and articulation 0f inst~urtln~
throughout the district. (C)
2. Dir-E'cts the recommendation and dissemination of the latest developm",nts
in cu r-r-i cu Lum , materials, and instructional technQlogy to [l\N~I: the
needs of the students. (C)
WORKING WITH THE BO~~D
:1. Provides effective assistance and gu i dauce to the board i.n developmeTit
and maintenance of current board policies. (C)
4 ~ffectivelY plans, pr'epares~ and distributes writterj schaol boaed
meeting agendas and supporting material on a timely ~asis prior to each
meeting. CA)
5. Supports and implements po Li c i es , procedures. and actions of the boa r d
to the p~blic and staff. (A)
6. Demonstrates promptness and accuracy in reports to the board. (A)
7 Treats board members in an unbiased and impartial manner. (B)
8. Encourages board members to read publications and a~tend appropriate
educational inservice meetings (C)
DEVELOPING STAFF PERSONNEL
9. Recruits, hir'es f and assigns highly qualified perSO(II1,d based on
written application and job descriptions. (C}
10. Maintains clear lines of responsibility among staff mellibers. eli)
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11. Delegates authority consistent with the
pe r sonne l . (C)
and positions of
12. Demonstrates ability to accept the ultimate responsibility for t"H:J
decision of the district's staff. ee)
13. Recommends to the board economic settlement levels foe c.ollective
bargaining and weet-and-confer groups which are in the best. interest of
the district. (A)
14. Administers pe r sonne l policies and negotiates con t r ac t language in a
finj and impartial manner treating all staff fairly (A)
}~AGING OPERATIONS
15. Provides accurate projections and pceparation of the annua l 'JUQy,1H
based on the goals and objectives of the board. (Al
16. Effectively mon i t o r s the execution of the budget as pcovided by board
policy and accounting procedures. (A)
17. OV;:Jrsees and administers the safe and proper use of d i s t r i e t f ac i ! \ ties
and resources. (A)
.I1L Prollides for utilization and development of appropriate soucees of
revenue. (A)
19 the efficient maintenance of school records i nc Iud i ng
financial reports, personnel records. and official documen t s inCHi.l.i.l.n~
the board po manual. (A)
21:1. !SEfec all support services, including transpcrrt:.:H:'HJn.
mainten3.nc.e, and clerical, necessary to facilitate effectiv€' st.ud~:nt
un
21 aend p Lans to attain !!.oals which includ.e progr€'!J'Si
:E'.o'!"DCts to the bO;;lCd (C)
2:2 " P-r-'n-vid~$: fo-r'" advanc eo' and
("'e~':::;,')'ff~'11endat:iDn,~~ on t"'enova.t. ions l C1(1:;;'
h(HSnd-arif~S: (Ii)
ut I tiz;H~icm mal<:
, cons t ruc ti on , and a!:tElndance
grtS-u~,:["e':i; ia.ticf5 of b-(j~~_rd p(;},li(;'j' t"~;;~li!i,~t
,{>}-f€!'"~:ti.0'n-,~~: a:nd. t:h~;:~' ~~,~t~a,t,'.~ ;t4nd f~ed~2'~:~~:ll 1't*,\f,/:i;1.~_
t t1 t;l"Hj: d i s t~e' i i::,. L lS;
1,'lles, ,:lnt! ions (A)
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24. Effectively r-ap r-es en t s the distr:-ct and its board in its i nterac t i ons
wi th other school systems and institutions. (C)
PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
25. P3rticipqtes in profes~ional &rowth activities. (A)
26 Maintains a firm belief that public schools are operated for the
benefit of the children. (A)
27. Makes c arid i d observations and inquiries when given oppoccun Lt y to
express honest opinion. (C)
-_._._--' _._-'--- --_...---¥ ......_-~" ...--- .-
(A) Items which did not discriminate because the variance or difference
between supBrintendents was ~oo small.
(B) Items which did not discriminate be caus e the variance or differenc", among
uoa r d members ~'as' tt1fJ large.
{C) All other non Oiscc'dninating Hems.
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:<:Schoo1 d i s e ri c c s \·rit.h r o n k s of 7, 16. 21. 22., and 27 on: nut listed
because th'e f o rrn s o r e not conducive to the c r i t.e r i c chosen for 1:.l1i5 ~tudl:l
-"'Eoch inst,'urnentvJas o n c Luz e d bM tih r e e experts for· the c r i t e r o Nithin t.h€·
inst;p.Jment;. givin9 a o o s s.Ib i Li t a of three points for' each c o t.e s o r u.
.V:*A total of tNent9-five instnJments \'ler'e analyzed ··lith n-o o s s Ib t Li t.s of
·tht'"ee points each, Total possible p o i n t.s equal sevent'U-'flve
"'"
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TobIe 6
~llc School Enrollmen-c.s In Rank O.-der bl,:l D~'&r:.tl2!..
K-12
TotalRank
--~---_.---_._-,--------------------,
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